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Abstract. The practice of corruption always exist in public goods and service procurement in Indonesia. The Government efforts in

reducing this case are doing new breakthrough like creating new system of service and goods procurement in an electronic way, usually
called E-Procurement. After being instructed by Presidential Regulation number 54, year of 2010, the Local Government must use the
E-Procurement System in the process of goods and service procurement, including Kepulauan Riau Province. This Research aims to
analyzed the implementation of e-procurement system that had been adopted by Kepulauan Riau Province at year 2008. This research is
not just for viewing the implementation of e-procurement system technically, but also to see how the influence of political process to the
implementation of e-procurement. The Methodology used in this research is mix-method. This research are conducted in LPSE Kepulauan
Riau Province, Procurement Service Unit (ULP) and also the vendors that supplies service and goods, that had been using the system.
The results of this research are clearly stated that even the system of e-procurement of Kepulauan Riau Province are effective, and the
political process is a factor which influencing the implementation of e-procurement.
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1.

Introduction

bidding process (Kredibel, 2011). This survey
involved 792 provider companies in Jakarta,
Bekasi, Tangerang, Depok and Bogor as
respondents and the result has been
published on procurement magazine
Kredibel 1st edition in 2011. The data shows
that 80% out of 55,000 denunciations to
KPK are cases related to procurement of
goods and services (Kredibel, 2011).
Meanwhile, Indonesian Corruption Watch
(ICW) reports that 43 cases of procurements
indicated with corruption are cases where
direct appointment usually takes place
(Purwanto, Ibty, Rofikah, Indroyono, 2008).

From many different sectors, governmental
procurement is one field where corruption
practices are enormously growing. According
to a survey conducted by Indonesian
Procurement Watch (IPW) which was
presented to the Corruption Eradication
Commission (KPK) in March 2011, it was
found that 89% of companies that provide
governmental goods and services had
committed bidding bribes (Kredibel, 2011).
Furthermore, 92% of those provider
companies also admitted that they had tried
to conduct bribery practices during the
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